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John Kane might be on a mission, but he’s experiencing a crisis of confidence this time around…
A jailed cartel leader buried a fortune—and it’s a kill or be killed race to find it!Caesario Crisfulli is
a major player in the French-Italian Corridor, the biggest drug syndicate in Europe. Crisfulli
needs the cash to fund a mercenary army for his plans to dethrone the syndicate leader and
take over. He’s motivated not by greed, but by revenge…John Kane and Team Reaper have put
the destruction of the French-Italian Corridor on the top of their priority list. If Crisfulli thinks he
can simply dig up the money and control the flow of drugs through Europe, he has another thing
coming.The seventh book in the adrenalin-pumping Team Reaper series is guaranteed to keep
you glued to your seat!
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John, “A worthwhile Read. I enjoyed Lethal Tender, the 7th book in the series. The team is off
again in different directions - Bahamas and Europe. A buried treasure - money buried by one of
the top drug lords is sought by another in the chain of command, who wants to use it to kill his
superiors and take over the organization. Killing galore in this installment.My only complaint is
that the author continues to cite the type of weapon and caliber every time one is picked up...I
made the same comment in a review for book 1. Secondly, the final editing thought the series is
weak as incorrect words are used or others missing which causes me to pause and reread past
sentences to understand what's taking place.Even so, I remain "fixed" to this series and have
already downloaded book 8 in the series.”

JStaz, “Team Reaper, an exceptional and entertaining reading experience for the military action
type reader. Brent Towns and now the addition of Brian Drake have provided hours of reading
entertainment with the Team Reaper Series. I hope there's many more adventures to come. It's
easy to be absorbed while reading and become a member of Team Reaper, feeling like you're
right there with the team during the action. To that end, Brent Towns has done a fantastic job as
a storyteller and military action author.”

rlptwo, “This One Is A Winner¡. The storyline it's a continuing saga with the same players, tho
some have changed or new ones popped up. That continuity helps keep the story moving and
smoothly transitioning over the volume changes. The frustration shows for some of the cast as
they deal with losses and setbacks. This keeps the scenario real. This also allows an easy
reading flow and makes it more enjoyable. I really appreciate the kind of writing Misters Drake
and Towns produce.”

Adams12, “When's the next book in the series scheduled?. I enjoyed not only the storyline , but
also the fast pace and never ending action. I would recommend this book to anyone who likes a
good storyline , tons of action and great pace. I've liked every one of the authors books!”

MG, “Good read. Team Reaper is again on the move. This time against the European drug
cartel. There is fast paced action with numerous twists and turns including an internal fight over
cartel leadership as the Team moves to destroy the cartel one way or the other. There are
friendly casualties along the way and Reaper has his own issues to resolve.”

Nadeem Seirafi, “Great story. I enjoyed the book and how the author used the characters. They
felt like they were going through real emotional issues.”

John Cullen, “good enjoyable series -. well written series good character development - easy
reading makes for great distraction”



Beachbum, “More of the same. The stories are entertaining, but starting to become a tad similar.
Think this is book 7 in the series and if you changed the names of the bad guys and the
locations 70% of the last 3 books would be interchangeableHaving said all that, none of them
have lost the fast paced action and the story line moves along a a fair clip tooThe humour is well
done and the comaradorie of the team comes throughWill continue reading the series, it's worth
it”

andrew Graham, “Another action packed winner.. Again team reaper take up the challenge of
ridding the world of people who would gladly sell their drugs and did not care about the harm
that they caused as long as they made money.The leaders of these drug gangs who brought in
mercenaries to do the dirty work for them did not account for team reaper and their friends to be
so solid and professional in the challenge of ridding the world of these evil gangsters.Now for
number 8 in the series.”

Bryan Field-Enticott, “More gore from the team. Oh dear, so many mutilated criminals underfoot
that it must be treacherous ly uncomfortable for Team Reaper to move around. None of the
terrorists stand a chance but the author keeps the action flowing, sometimes too quickly for me
to assimilate.”

Eddie centurion, “So it continues. Reaper and his squad are doing what they do best, killing all
the bad guys!  I have read every one of this series and I still want more! Highly recommended”

Michael John Jezzard, “wow. Love , love these books and have read them all well written and
worth reading”

The book by Brian Drake has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 429 people have provided feedback.
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